This is a special day for our brain tumor patients (Survivors). 🧠

The Angels Among Us event is about you. There are lots of activities for our survivors:

- **Sign in** at the survivor's tent and receive your survivor t-shirt and bandana to wear during the 5K run and family walk.

- **Schedule your "Faces of Hope" photo time** with the BTC staff. Faces of Hope is a book we put together that shows your photo plus a short paragraph of what HOPE means to you.

- **Survivors should congregate at the survivor tent at 10:30 am** to prepare for the pre-walk ceremony and will then lead the walkers for the family walk.

- **The 3-Words videographer will capture** "your life (as a survivor) in three words." Each word should be written on a separate piece of paper large enough to be read easily. Materials are provided at the tent but you can also bring your own words. Click here to view last year’s [3-Words Video](#).